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Great ideas for creating a professional-style manicure in the home, from difficult leather-and-
spike looks to lovely and basic polka dots, from hilarious comic-book nails to far-away galaxy ‘ It
includes more than 50 tips presented in full-color photographs and cute line-art illustrations
that show visitors exactly how to achieve a particular style, ranging from arty to girlish to
hardcore and more.without a visit to the salon.Nail Candy is a breath of fresh air for nail-artwork
enthusiasts—it’ Visitors will learn to mask their fingernails off to generate simple patterns, use
simple tools like striping brushes and dotting tools, add studs and decals for edgy flare, and
create more ambitious paintings that rival artwork.dos, this book will teach anyone how to give
themselves truly creative manicures—s sassy, fun, and filled with DIY nail art tutorials that anyone
can do. Selected tips consist of: Sunset Silhouettes Stained Cup Sailor Knots Tiny Tuxes Geeky
Video-Video game Mani Laser Fingernails Harajuku Style Mirrorball Fingernails Dia de los
Muertos Manu Splatter Paint Ikat Style Wingtip Mani Feathery Fingertips
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 It really makes a nice gift for anyone into nail artwork. I definitely recommend. you can hardly
start to see the nail details, you can find very few close up shots. In some instances? its almost
difficult to view, hands are down, at angles which have you tilting the book, and trying to locate a
way to in fact start to see the nail designs. Made an excellent christmas gift for my teenage
cousin! I give this reserve a 5 star ranking. You do have to buy the tools to accomplish them. So,
even though there are some, what appears like fun ideas? Got this mainly because a Christmas
present for my younger cousin (she's around 15), plus a nail art kit. If you are searching for an
excellent nail art publication in English this is the best one. It gives tutorials on all the cute styles
which are well-known today. You'd hardly ever know these were really this easy to do! in almost
all of the photos? Tried a few of the patterns and liked them. Then on nail suggestion. You can
buy all of this stuff on ebay. Tried a few of the patterns and treasured them. Nail Art Publication-
In English This book is great it has a lot of ideas in it. In addition, it shows you how to help make
the designs. pffffttttttt the book is actually a lot better. Like, nail brushes, nail striping tape,
dotting equipment, nail foil, nail polish, fimo art, glitter, color and stickers.My granddaughters
have gotten a kick away of this book. It is a lot cheaper. You do have to wait a time for your stuff,
but it is worth it. You can also buy 500 nail strategies for 4 dollars to do the artwork. You do
have to practice some of the styles to have them right. It is usually best to draw out in some
recoverable format first. but that is the fun part :) If I were a girl I'd have the leather nails lol
Another Christmas present but I appeared through it before getting it and thought it appeared
neat and many people since my pal got this gift possess either added it to their desire list or
bought it. Nail Candy: 50+ Concepts for Totally Cool Nails  Additionally it is easier to paint a set
of nail ideas before gluing them on. The book is fantastic quality, and the styles are an easy task
to do also for a beginner, and very cute! If you are wanting to figure out how to do nails this book
does not show you how exactly to do that. It really is just nail art. Very helpful-- This is a very a
helpful book. without actually having the ability to view closely? I like this book. I purchased it as
something special and it was left behind in error, therefore i utilize it weekly. Yes, you can go
online and look at all of the nail art pictures, or watch youtube videos, but I enjoy cuddling up on
the couch and flipping through the book to pick my next nail style. I recommend this vendor and
the merchandise 100% Love this book I acquired this for my girl (10) to learn how to do some
styles on her nails. Even though some look a little complicated the guidelines look easy enough
for her to check out and I'm sure they will take some practice.. Fun! Then paint on paper.. I do my
very own nails after viewing another person airbrush them for a decade. Directions are easy to
follow. I like the majority of the ideas presented and then can take twists and turns of my very
own. Plenty of great nail art suggestions! My hubby bought me this reserve as a gift. I love it. It
arrived in a timely way and was packed very well. There are tons of fun styles in the publication
with step-by-step directions.hardly any close-ups of designs the reason for only 3 stars? ideal
for a 10 12 months old but not an Juvenile nail art, ideal for a 10 year old however, not an adult
Four Stars Lots a fun ideas to try Five Stars Niece loved it. Great choice for middle college age
My grand daughter loved it
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